Welcome!

January 15th Champions Meeting

R5DC Resilient Region Plan

Is a Community Driven University Assisted Partnership Pursuing E² Economic and Environmental Vitality

Mission

a community-driven, university-assisted partnership

integrating the disciplines of Housing, Transportation, Natural Environment (Land Use) and Economic Development through HIGHLY involved civic engagement….

Success Measures

1. Performance is Key, getting things done.
2. Relevant to Stakeholders (you and your work)
3. Dynamic/Organic Distributed Leadership
4. Creates a Learning Community
5. Implements through a Replicable Process.
6. Responsive to Team Leadership Needs
Today’s Desired Outcomes

- Get updates on the Resilient Region process.
- Report on theme challenges and progress
- Have collaborative conversations with other themes.
- Leave ready to move forward on at least one key theme related project.

The Plan, Ten Themes

1. Housing
2. Changing Populations
3. Connectivity
4. Education & Workforce
5. Energy
6. Health Care
7. Natural Resources & Development Patterns
8. Efficiency & Effective
9. Transportation
10. Economic Engines

Resilient Region Update

- Most Desired Theme Project
- Story Telling Project

Rural Café Discussion

Get in groups of 2 – 3 themes
Discuss the following questions:

1. When it comes to connecting with Theme Resources, what has worked?
2. How is your involvement leveraging your existing work?
3. How could your involvement better leverage your work?
Hearing Everyone’s Voice

- Use nominal or “go around” method
- Everyone speaks once before anyone speaks twice
- Respect all contributions
- No side conversations while others speaking

Lets Begin!

1. Each table should have 4 – 6 people
2. Harvester utilizes 11 X 17 sheet for notes.
3. Please put recorder and participant names on harvest sheet

Table Reports

Highlights of your discussions on each question. 90 seconds!

Theme Reports

- 2 minutes per theme
- Notes on Flipcharts, posted on wall
- Highlights on Theme activities
- Highlights on possible collaborations

- One liners from others, would you like to have a collaborative conversation?
Collaborative Conversations

- One Theme Champion stays at Flip Chart
- Other Theme Champions travel for conversations.
- Record next step on 11 X 17 sheets at flip charts.

Before you Go

- Complete meeting Evaluation
- Remember our next Champion Meeting is April 16th, same time and location.
- Encourage action on at least one key theme related project!

Thank You!

Serving Crow Wing, Cass, Morrison, Todd and Wadena Counties